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Abstract. This paper describes an analysis performed for facial de-
scription in static images and video streams. The still image context
is first analyzed in order to decide the optimal classifier configuration
for each problem: gender recognition, race classification, and glasses and
moustache presence. These results are later applied to significant sam-
ples which are automatically extracted in real-time from video streams
achieving promising results in the facial description of 70 individuals by
means of gender, race and the presence of glasses and moustache.

1 Introduction

Human beings are sociable by nature and use their sensorial and motor capabili-
ties to communicate with their environment. If Human to Computer Interaction
(HCI) were more similar to human to human communication, accessing HCI
devices would be easier and this fact would improve their social acceptability,
becoming non-intrusive, more natural and comfortable [9].

Among the different channels used for human communication, the face has
great importance conveying to humans a wealth of social signals, being therefore
considered the center of human communication [6]. They tell us who the person
is, or help us to guess features that are interesting for social interaction such
as gender, age, expression and more. That ability allows us to react differently
with a person based on the information extracted visually from his/her face.
For these and other reasons, computer-based facial analysis is becoming wide-
spread, covering applications such as identity recognition, gender recognition,
facial expression analysis, etc.

The contribution of this work is the analysis of an appearance based approach
for semantic facial description of individuals in static images and during an
interactive session. The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 the approach
used for facial description in still images is described and tuned for the problems
selected. Section 3 considers the application to video streams, establishing a
criteria for pattern selection during interaction. Finally, in Section 4 the main
conclusions of the work are outlined, as well as directions for future development.



2 Facial Description

The facial descriptors considered in this work are: gender, race, and the presence
or not of moustache and glasses. In the literature different works have tackled the
problem of gender recognition. A recent approach based on rincipal Components
Analysis (PCA) achieves high performance also for low resolution images [8]. In
[7] a Gabor wavelet representation on selected points is used with good results
in gender and race classification. There are different references [4, 12] which try
to detect the presence of glasses in a face, but we have not found any reference
tackling the the problem of the moustache presence.

Fig. 1. Gender results: left) Model training time, middle) success rates for training set,
and right) success rate for test set.

To tackle the problem, a representation mechanism must first be established
to represent faces once the input data, i.e. the images, are available. It is inter-
esting to reduce the data dimensionality to encode the face image without losing
information. We selected a well known face representation space in advance: the
PCA space due to its economical advantages [5]. The different classifications are
performed in that representation space by means of a Support Vector Machines
(SVM) classifier [10]. This combination PCA+SV M has been chosen for being
well known by the community and the good performance results achieved [2].

The different classifiers performance is analyzed in relation to the number of
eigenvalues used for representation, in order to get the best number for reliable
classification in each problem. To define the PCA space, we have previously an-
notated the eye positions of 6000 faces of different people taken from internet.
These images have been normalized according to eye positions obtaining 59×65
samples which were used for the gender and race descriptors, and more local-
ized areas to check the presence of glasses and moustache, see Figure 4.A. The
PCA space calculation using 4000 of them required 12 hours in a PIV 2.2 Ghz.
Different training and test sets have been set up for each problem, see Table 1.

Gender recognition: The results, see Figure 1, show that the training set
needs around 40 − 50 eigenvalues to be perfectly classified, while the test
set presents a balanced improvement for both sets up to 70 eigenvalues.



Fig. 2. Each row represents the ratios achieved for the different descriptors: gender,
skin, glasses and moustache. In each row left) Model training time, middle) success
rates for training set, and right) success rate for test set.

The required training time is also reduced for more than 60 eigenvalues.
According to some results on human perception [3], the experiments have
been also performed considering only the eyes area, achieving a performance
only 5 points lower.

Race classification: Restricted by the face database, we have considered only
two race groups, clear and dark, suffering problems to find more samples for
the dark class during our gathering stage. For that reason the training set
is smaller than the one used for gender recognition. First row in Figure 2
reflects the results achieved. Due to the unbalanced distribution of the test
set, the total success rate is close related to the clear skin class rate, however
it is observed that around 30 eigenvalues are necessary to classify correctly
the training set, while the best results for the test set are achieved in the
range 50 − 70.

Glasses presence: For the glasses presence problem, we have restricted the
image to the eyes area, see Figure 4.A. Middle row in Figure 2 reflects the
results, the test set is correctly classified with around 30 eigenvalues, while
the test set starts to lose some performance (observing both sets) with more
than 80 eigenvectors.



Training set Test set
Descriptor Female Male Female Male

Gender 1223 1523 835 2246

Descriptor Clear Dark Clear Dark
Race 574 316 4811 306

Descriptor No Yes No Yes
Glasses presence 912 692 4042 356

Moustache presence 710 480 4389 426

Table 1. Training and test sets. We have tried to build balanced training sets, but for
some descriptors one class is not so frequent in our database, and therefore the training
set is reduced and the test set has much more samples of the most typical class.

Fig. 3. Moustache conditioned.

Moustache presence: For moustache, bottom graphs in Figure 2 presents the
results observing that with more than 50− 60 eigenvalues the test set starts
to lose the success rate.

Conditional classification: We have also considered the application of a clas-
sifier attending to a previous condition. It is supposed that a female has
no moustache, therefore, we apply the moustache presence classifier only
if the face was considered male. The results reflected in Figure 3 indicates
that this information, with the current success rates achieved, improves the
performance for the test set.

According to these results, the optimal number of eigenvalues to use are 70 for
gender recognition and glasses presence, 60 for moustache presence, and 50 for
race classification. In the next section we analyze their performance processing
faces automatically detected in video streams.

3 Video Stream Processing

Our final objective is to be able to provide the system the ability of describing
an individual who interacts with, therefore we apply the conclusions extracted
in the previous section to video stream analysis.

For that purpose an automatic face detector is required. The one employed
combines the general object detection framework by Viola and Jones [11], skin
color detection, tracking and temporal coherence providing high performance,



Fig. 4. A) Images areas used for the different problems. B) Exemplar selection process

see [1] for more details. For each detected face, the system stores not only
its position and size, but also its average color and patterns. In summary,
each face detected in a frame can be characterized by different features xi =
〈pos, size, color, eyespos, eyespattern, facepattern〉.

During an interaction session, IS, the face detector gathers a set of detection
threads, IS = {dt1, dt2, ..., dtn}. A detection thread contains a set of continuous
detections, i.e. detections which take place in different frames and are related
by the system in terms of position, size and pattern matching techniques. Thus,
for each detection thread, the face detector system provides a number of facial
samples, dtp = {x1, ..., xmp

}.

3.1 Significant patterns selection

As mentioned in the previous section, the face detection system provides a set
of detection threads. From each, some selected patterns, the exemplars ep =
{e1, ..., esp

}, are extracted in order to reduce information redundancy.
The criteria used to select significant samples in a detection thread, have

been chosen to be easily integrated in the detection process. For that reason, it
is based on events reported by the the eye tracker integrated in the face detector,
see [1] for more details about that detector. A tracking failure shows an evidence
of a substantial change in the face appearance, which forces the tracker to lost



the target. Under this circumstance, the system needs to use another cue to
detect again first the face and later the eyes, or the detection thread will be
considered lost. The first face detected in the next frames by the eye tracker is
taken as a new exemplar, see Figure 4.B for a graphical overview of the selection
process. For each exemplar, its time life until the next tracking failure is stored.
Therefore, an exemplar is described by the data provided by the normalized
detected face, xj , and its persistence, pej , i.e. ej = 〈xj , pej〉. In Figure 5, the
exemplars extracted automatically for two individuals during sessions of more
than 15 secs. are presented.

Fig. 5. Stable patterns or exemplars extracted from two different detection threads.
Dot lines indicates the moment in which they were extracted during interaction.

Given an interaction session, IS, for any detection thread, dtp, a facial clas-
sifier can compute the likelihood for a class, Ck. This is done by weighting the
binary classification for each exemplar according to its relative persistence in
relation to the total persistence of the detection thread. This is expressed as:

P (Ck|dtp) =

∑sp

j=1 P (Ck|ej) ∗ pej
∑sp

n=1 pen

(1)

3.2 Experiments with video streams

70 sequences corresponding to different individuals, cameras and environments
with a resolution of 320×240 were recorded and processed. The total set contains
27271 images, presenting all of them a face easily detected by a human. The face
detector located 98.5% of them with an error rate of 5%.

Table 2 summarizes the results for the different descriptors, computed with
(1) for the exemplars automatically extracted from each sequence. The correct
classification rates are above 80% for moustache and glasses presence problems.
For race classification the results are above 90% for both classes, but it must
be noticed that the number of dark individuals is reduced in the test set. For



gender recognition the results are worse, over 70% for both sets using the eyes
area, and over 65% using the whole face.

This low confidence achieved by the gender recognizer can be used by the
system to suggest a classification only if the winner class has a likelihood greater
than 0.7, asking for supervision in any other situation. This action will addition-
ally allow the system to distinguish who is not correctly classified, and therefore
who should be added to the training set, due to the fact that his/her particular
data are still not properly considered in the gender model. That information can
be used by the system to tune the classifier based on its experience, in order to
learn iteratively a better classifier.

P (¬F ) > 0.7 P (¬F ) > 0.5 P (F ) > 0.5 P (F ) > 0.7

Male (46), using the face 56.5% 65.2% 34.6% 17.3%

Male (46) using the eyes 65.2% 71.7% 28.2% 15.2%

Female (24) using the face 4.1% 4.1% 95.8% 83.3%

Female (24) using the eyes 8.3% 20.8% 79.1% 66.6%

P (C) > 0.7 P (C) > 0.5 P (¬C) > 0.5 P (¬C) > 0.7

Clear skin (67) 89.5% 94% 5.6% 1.4%

Dark skin (3) 0% 0% 100% 33.3%

P (¬G) > 0.7 P (¬G) > 0.5 P (G) > 0.5 P (G) > 0.7

No glasses (59) 81.3% 86.4% 13.5% 11.8%

With glasses (11) 9% 18% 81% 36%

P (¬M) > 0.7 P (¬M) > 0.5 P (M) > 0.5 P (M) > 0.7

No moustache (64) 92.2% 98.4% 1.5% 0%

With moustache (6) 0% 16.6% 83.3% 66.6%

Table 2. Results achieved for facial description. The left column reflects in brackets
the number of individuals (video streams) with a particular feature. The other columns
indicate the percentage of those sequences which were labelled with a likelihood of
belonging to a class (F for female, ¬F for male, C for clear skin, ¬C for dark skin,
G for glasses, ¬G for no glasses, M for moustache and ¬M for no moustache). For
example, the value in the second row and column, 56.5%, indicates that this percentage
of sequences was assigned to the class ¬F , i.e. Male, with a likelihood greater than 0.7.

4 Conclusions

An analysis has been performed for facial description in static images and video
streams. A subset of the total number of eigenvectors has been empirically se-
lected in order to get better performance for each problem. An approach for
significant samples extraction from video streams has also been described. The
results achieved classifying automatically selected faces in video streams of indi-
viduals not contained in the training set are decent enough to keep on developing
these abilities for a machine.



Further work must focus on gathering more interactive sessions with individ-
uals with features less frequent in our test set, to perform further experiments.
Additionally, we are interested in developing some tools for self supervision of the
system in order to improve the current classifiers by means of its own experience.
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